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Veho USB C & USB A Fast mains plug charger

Brand : Veho Product code: VAA-114-USB

Product name : USB C & USB A Fast mains plug
charger

- Super fast UK 3 PIN mains plug charger
- 1x PD Type USB-C & 1x USB-A type ports
- Charge two devices at same time
- 20W Super fast charging
- Wide compatibility including iPhone 14 /14 Plus/14 Pro/14 Pro Max / 13/13 Pro/13 Pro Max,13 12 Mini 11
SE 2020 XS XR X, iPad, AirPods Pro, plus most Samsung smartphones + many more
- Complies with Uk safety standards
Veho USB C & USB A Fast mains plug charger

Veho USB C & USB A Fast mains plug charger:

The Veho VAA-11-USB has 1x PD Type USB-C and 1x USB-A ports to enable 2 devices to be charged at
the same time. With 20W super fast charging is possible. Wide compatibility including iPhone 14 /14
Plus/14 Pro/14 Pro Max / 13/13 Pro/13 Pro Max,13 12 Mini 11 SE 2020 XS XR X, iPad, AirPods Pro, plus
most Samsung smartphones + many more.
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